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Abstract

Automated extraction of social network related data is one objective of the applied research project on
SNA in Counter Insurgency context (SNAC) at DRDC Valcartier. Since the vast majority of the information
resides in unstructured text documents, the prototype must be able to extract social network related
data directly from them. For these tasks, the prototype leverages and refines existing services provided
by the Intelligence Science & Technology Integration Platform (ISTIP) at DRDC Valcartier. These services
rely on ontologies to perform document annotation and to semantically characterise the data to be
persisted. Given a list of a priory known instances of entities like people, organizations, and events, the
system constructs the social web that ties these entities together. To do so, on a continuous basis,
documents are fed via a data source crawling service that scans existing databases and returns new
documents. Then, using natural language processing services, the system scans these incoming
documents extracts and persists in a graph database information about entities as well as their relations
and their respective attributes. The system also provides basic and semantic filtering services as well as
conversion to many formats.

Introduction

Since the last decade, the Canadian Forces (CF) and their allies have been increasingly engaged in
missions with an elusive and changing adversary who operates in intricate cultural environments. In this
non traditional context for the CF, social network analysis (SNA) is well positioned to enable analysts to
better understand the composition and the mechanics of such culturally different social networks. SNA
can help in revealing and understanding the networks composition, structures, characteristics, as well as
connections with other social networks. In their 2011 report [1], the United State Defense Science Board
Task Force on Defense Intelligence stressed the critical importance of SNA in support of an Intelligence,
Surveillance, and Reconnaissance capability in a COIN context. However, many challenges are being
faced when attempting to perform meaningful SNA on covert networks [2] for the intelligence.

First, data about covert networks are, by definition, difficult to obtain [3]. Information about those
networks is well guarded and, in general, not directly accessible and denied. Consequently, intelligence
analysts must build their situational awareness based on an overabundance of indirect, degraded
information and sources. Secondly, much of the information about social networks lays unrevealed
inside unstructured reports pertaining to the theatre of operation. Whereas the human being is quite
gifted in identifying meaningful information from documents, efficiently and effectively extracting data
automatically from texts to enhance its utility remains an active research domain. Finally large
heterogeneous social network data must be easily accessible into various formats to leverage existing
SNA tools like ORA, Pajek or iGraph to name a few.

This document explains how the SNAC project tries to address some of the issues mentioned above.
First, the SNAC project and the services from the ISTIP platform used by the prototype are introduced.
Second, ontology and text based templates relied upon for the for data extraction (a priory knowledge)
that are defined. This will set the basis to understand how the automatic extraction system and the
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The critical step to achieve this goal is to provide the analyst with meaningful data so that classical SNA
method, statistics and visual analytics can be applied. Indeed, most commercial software provide
extensive library of algorithm and analysis capabilities but provide no mean to gathers data from
unstructured format. The SNAC project addresses this issue by providing an abstraction layer on top of
external data sources to permit a structured view of the data. This functionality is deployed inside DRDC
Valcartier Intelligence S&T Integration Platform (ISTIP) described in the next section. This layer is under
the form of a standard web services interfaces on top of a graph database. The SNAC project data
abstraction layer provides:

single access point to up to date social network data;
semantic, geospatial and temporal filtering;and
different exportation format (CSV, GraphML, Pajek, etc.).

The ISTIP platform

The development of this SNA proof of concept prototype relies on and extends the services portfolio of
the ISTIP platform. Following service oriented architecture (SOA) design principles, the ISTIP provides a
backbone platform for the iterative and incremental development of software inside DRDC Valcartier
Command, Control and Intelligence (C2I) section. The ISTIP provides loosely coupled, reusable and
composable services as foundations to intelligence support systems involved in different research
projects. For example, the following capacity is offered on the platform:

Automated reasoning of different kind (rule based, case based, description logic etc.);
Anomaly detection;
Visual analytics;
Social network analysis;
Ontology management;
Natural language processing;

The problematic of data acquisition and extraction was identified at the outset of the SNAC research
project and it was clear that an automated extraction capability would be a major enabler for a SNA
capability. The project builds this capacity using services based on work done for the Multi Intelligence
Tool Suite (MITS) that had a similar capability [5]. Namely, the MITS is made of a module that extracts
facts in an autonomous manner from unstructured text document. Since social network data can be
expressed in the form of a fact, the SNAC project leverages the same services for automatic extraction of
social network data which is:

the Semantic Annotation of Text Documents (SATD);
the Automatic Fact Extraction from Text Documents (AFEXTD);
the Ontology Repository (OR); and
the Document Repository (DR).



The two repository services mentioned above are quite straight forward. Like their name say they
provide an access to ontologies and documents that reside on the ISTIP platform. They are an interface
to a more complex data management system. The data can be accessed by File Transfers Protocol or
directly by the file system. However, this service offers an easier access for computer system as well as
notification capability when new data come in. The SATD service uses ontologies to annotate text
documents. While this service main goal is to perform semantic annotation, it is also used to detect
geolocation and time references as well as numerical values. The AFEXTD service extracts facts from
unstructured text document based on patterns of words. These patterns are called the text based
template constraints and they are associated with a fact definition. When a document is processed, the
text processing module first extracts the text from the document and then splits this text into multiple
parts composed of one or many words within the sentence. In this case, the main types of aspects in
which the text is split are:

ontology entity occurrence (representing any ontology entity textually found in the text;
lexical function of words (representing a lexical category function of a word or a group of word).

Each time a text based template constraint is met inside a document, an associated fact is created.
Details regarding automated fact extraction from unstructured text documents can be found in [6].

Ontologies and text based templates

Ontologies and text based templates compose the knowledge base that is used in order to search for
social network data inside unstructured text document. Within the knowledge engineering community,
a widely accepted definition of ontology was given by Gruber [7] as: “An ontology is an explicit
specification of a conceptualization.” A conceptualization refers to an abstract model of some concepts,
in ours case, social network and the COIN context. This definition has been extended by other authors
to require that the conceptualization is shared (accepted by a group) and that the specification is not
only explicit but also formally defined (machine readable).

Ontologies are a central aspect of the SNAC proof of concept prototype and their usage go beyond the
simple data accessibility first described in this document as stated in previous work [8]. For the
abstraction layer on top of external data sources, ontologies are being used with respect to three
essential aspects of data accessibility:

the automated identification and extraction of social network related data;
the persistence of the semantic registration of these social network data based on the
context;and
the creation of filters to prune only portions of the overall collected social network data.

As mentioned earlier, data extraction relies on existing web services of the ISTIP and on the knowledge
base made of ontologies and text based templates. The quality of the extracted data is dependant of the
level of details of the ontologies. These are continuously enriched with as many concepts as possible in
order to be able to cover all the key words used to describe social networks pertaining to the domain of
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The SNAC research project aims at providing a full SNA capability. At the present time, automated social
network data extraction systems remain an area of intensive research. In this regard, the approach
considered through the SNA proof of concept prototype has proven to be a good solution so far. It
provides an easy access to social data scattered inside large quantity of unstructured text document. For
the analyst, it gives the possibility to visualize (using link analysis means) and perform analyses on up to
date social network data. Moreover the filtering capability can extract sub networks of interest based on
semantic, time geo localisation and properties as well as some basic logical operations on sets. The data
can be used inside the ISTIP or with third party tools like iGraph library or some commercially of the
shelves softwares by using the conversion service that can output to formats like GraphMl, CSV and
Pajek.

However, the automated extraction system of the SNAC project still faces some challenges. First, the
ontologies must be augmented with known entities. Currently, if the system encounters an entity that is
not inside the ontology, it will be ignored and no data will be extracted about it. The system only
completes the a priori knowledge of the analyst about known entities, it cannot discover new ones.
Second, it is difficult, even with the right ontology to create text based templates that will capture all
the information. Misspelling, aliases, abbreviations or unconventional writing styles are not handled by
the system. Finally, these problems are hard to quantify since the only way to validate the results is to
go manually through all the documents. The system extracts a lot of data but it is difficult to evaluate its
efficiency in a rigorous way.

Future work

The future work on this aspect of the project will consist in building more complete ontologies and text
based templates to extract more information. There is also an ongoing validation procedure that
compares the extracted information about the social network by the analyst against the ones extracted
by system. Also, a comparative evaluation of the performance of the analyst with or without the
prototype will be conducted on historical operational data from the Canadian forces. In the meantime,
tests with unclassified data are also planned. To conclude, the automated extraction is a stepping stone
to achieve a social network analysis capability. The quality and quantity of information extracted shows
great promises for the following analyses steps of the prototype.
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